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“Hustlin’ Hustlin’ hustlin’”

Broke College w Holland, Michigan

Pres. Billman competes for controversy
Van Harrison

Writer of Proctologistic Events

President Billman of Broke
College
recently
garnered
a great deal of controversy
after cancelling a scheduled
appearance
by
prominent
gay rights enthusiast and
screenwriter, Austin Vance
White. Billman reportedly
cancelled the event to protect
the campus from having
to endure potentially lifethreatening discussion spurred
on by conflicting points of view,
fearing that the community
might even gain a better
understanding of the issues.
However,
other
evidence
has arisen that suggests this
rationale to be disingenuous, as
well as epically obtuse.
Anonymous insiders from
Broke College’s administration
have told The Ranchor that
Billman’s decision was not
motivated by a lack of desire for
debate. Rather, the cancellation
of the event was an attempt by
Billman to keep up with the
controversy being attracted by

rival Crisis College;
specifically,
Crisis’s
recent
memo forbidding
professors
from
advocating
for
homosexual issues.
“Billman
just
couldn’t
stand
them getting the
headlines
for
their
incredible
intolerance,” said an
anonymous source.
“He felt he had to
take action and get
people to pay more
attention to Broke
College.”
Another source
was reported to
have said that
Billman was so
pleased with the
media
attention
he achieved, he
sent a copy of the
Photo courtesy of Mrs. Billman
following
day’s
paper to Crisis’s Wary Leader— Billman poses for a quick photo
president, enclosing outside of his office as he prepares to make a
a note that simply controversial announcement.

read, “Suck it, lintlicker!”
This battle to try
and “one-up” the
other could prove
to be hazardous
to typical student
life, as each college
carefully
plans
its next moves.
In anticipation of
Crisis
College’s
next move, Billman
has
already
started
looking
to
alternative
avenues to piss off
people. Billman is
reportedly eyeing
such options as
terminating
the
women’s
studies
program, renaming
all campus buildings
after
himself
and
performing
ritualistic
book
burning ceremonies
in the Pine Grove.
Not
all
of
Billman’s ideas seek

to deny students their rights.
“Billman isn’t just trying to be
difficult,” another anonymous
source stated, “he’s just going
for all around embroilment.”
When asked to expand, the
source stated that Billman
was considering other ideas
that students may find more
favorable, such as “having a keg
at his backyard barbecue, co-ed
dorm rooms and starting up a
Broke College sponsored beer
pong team.”
For better or worse, these
actions by Billman and the
administration
certainly
promise to make the rest of
the semester an interesting
experience for the students
and faculty. These seemingly
arbitrary decisions do not seem
like they will be slowing down
any time soon as our college
transforms into a combination
of Bob Jones University and
Amsterdam. We can only hope
that if the administration is
ever faced with a potentially
controversial decision again,
cooler heads prevail.

Ring by spring; AWOL by fall Cozy van to clunker:
Penny Less

The Anti-Brittany

There are several reasons
Broke College students get
married right out of college.
Yes, it’s true, some people really
do find the “love of their life”
while they’re in college. But
there are other reasons—mostly
financial—that could make a
college graduate want to get
married.
Ann
(Zeedyksrip)
Van
Oosterma (’09) married her
long-time boyfriend the month
following graduation.
“It seemed like the next step,”
said Van Oosterma. “I was
accepted into medical school,
and he had been hired by a large
accounting firm. Since I wasn’t
going to be making any money
for the next four years, I figured
a roommate was the best way to
go. We already knew each other
well, so it seemed like a good
idea.”
However, neither of them
really knew what it would be
like to live with the other. In the
weeks following the honeymoon,
they discovered many irritating
characteristics about each other,
things that could have changed
the relationship entirely.
According to Ann’s new

husband, John Van Oosterma
(’09), everything was different.
“I loved Annie before
we graduated. But we were
both from strict conservative
backgrounds, so I didn’t know
what it would be like to live with
her. She’s a total slob, and I am a
little OCD. It is not working out
at all,” said John Van Oosterma.
James Vandervan (’09) had a
similar reason for marrying his
college girlfriend.
“I was at a loss of what to
do with my life. I had been an
English major at Broke, but I
didn’t want to teach, so I knew
my job prospects were going
to be close to zero. But Sasha
already had a job lined up as an
assistant manager of a swanky
restaurant in South Carolina. I
thought, ‘Hey, South Carolina
could be fun.’ So I proposed, and
here we are,” said Vandervan.
Sasha (Johnson) Vandervan
(’09) thought James’ proposal
was a little out of the blue.
“We had been dating for less
than a year. I had only met his
parents twice! But I didn’t want
to do a long distance thing, so I
said yes,” said Sasha Vandervan.
What happened here? These
couples seemed happy enough
in college, but the Broke bubble
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was popped soon after. What
changed?
Ann Van Oosterma explains
how she deals with the
loneliness.
“John doesn’t like anything
that I do, because I am apparently
not clean enough for him. I cope
by studying for long hours in the
library for my classes. Yeah, I’m
not entirely happy, but I’m doing
really well in med school.”
James Vandervan copes
slightly differently with his
adjustment.
“What I didn’t think about
was that Sasha would be working
all the time. I haven’t found a
job yet, so I bought a puppy. At
least now I feel needed, instead
of having to rely on my wife for
everything.”
Marriage is a lifetime
commitment, and these two
couples are going to have to
learn to talk to each other
in order to cope with their
problems. However, this rush to
get married seems to be causing
more problems than it is solving.
Amidst the sobering financial
state of this country, people
are turning to unconventional
solutions to save money. At
Broke, marriage seems to be the
answer.

Broke looks to save
Samantha Spade

Doesn’t Care About AP Style

Fall 2007. Broke College
operated a shuttle van system,
because it was useful for nighttime transportation. In the
system, students called in to
Campus Safety and requested that
a lovely, warm, 12-passenger van
come and pick them up, ������
which�
would then drop them off at the
requested location. Driven ����
and�
ridden by students, shuttle vans
promised a different experience
for every trip. They provided
student jobs, gave safe and quick
rides around Broke����������
’���������
s campus
and were usually there within 10
minutes of calling.
Fall 2008. Enter the shuttle
bus, the bane of late nights. The
massive gas-guzzling coach bus
was driven on a confusing route
and never seemed to be there
when you needed it. Riders were
rare. A junior, who wishes to
remain anonymous, admits to
riding on the shuttle bus once,
in little girls Halloween leggings
with puple spider webs and
cartoon owls that she recently
purchased from Wal-mart. She
tells a tragic story of being one

Get Funky— Texts from Last Night? OH
YES!
Page 5
Looking for a good time? Call Ginger Hancock at 815-975-2526 or Pammie Pushover at 616-856-6667.

of two riders��:�������������������
������������������
she spent an hour
speaking with the driver, whom
she called “A really great lady. No
clue what her name was, but she
was awesome!”
Fall 2009. Students jump for
joy at the seeming lack of shuttle
buses. Excitement grows in hopes
that the vans have returned. Then
along comes the Ford Aerostar
minivan which is painted blue
and gray and emblazoned with
the Broke College logo. The
Aerostar, manufactured from
1986-1997, could easily qualify for
a clunker. Questions like: “Why
the downgrade?” “Did they steal
it�����������������������������
?����������������������������
” “Who willed Broke College
that piece of junk������������������
?�����������������
” and others are
floating around. But according
to an anonymous, well-informed
source, the options were�������
,������
“����
B���
uy
this old thing or raise tuition. We
got a great deal on it, �����
o����
nly ��������
$449.99
before taxes!”
“��������������������������
How can they not afford a
nicer vehicle for my precious
child to be safely transported in
I demand that they upgrade! I
think that it is ridiculous that my
poor baby isn����������������������
’���������������������
t being protected at
see

Clunker, page 2

For Conservatives— A nose, a ginger and a
left-handed, one-legged Lions fan walk into
a bar...
Page 7
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This Week at Hope
Thursday
Oct. 29
The Diaspora: Arrival of BA’s
The Alternator and Coop arrive from
SVSU; T-Bo arrives two days later

Friday
Bob Makes Muffins

Oct. 30

While supplies last 8 a.m. College E.
C4 (BOOM)

Intoxication

Someone will be inebriated 5 p.m.
somewhere

In Brief
Inaction does nothing
to polarize campus
Tim Vanderyaht did not do
anything productive yesterday. He
made this pivotal announcement
early this morning as he brushed
his teeth and prepared for his
biology exam.
“I was just doing really well in
Madden,” he said. “I took a few
naps, ate some Lean Pockets and
bam: the day was gone.”
According to campus officials,
Broke College is taking the news
in stride.
“We had a few meetings
and decided that this would not
polarize the campus,” said Dean
of Students Richard Cost.
Vanderyaht has classes from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. today. He may do
something of importance between
now and then.

Broke Female found
eating Delicious PIe
One of Broke’s female
students was discovered yesterday
consuming a large piece of
strawberry rhubarb pie.
The tall, blonde, Dutch
girl, whose name will remain
confidential, was outspokenly
embarrassed.
“What will my friends think?”
she said.
Meanwhile, campus officials
discussed their options.
“This will not polarize the
campus,” said Dean of Students
Richard Cost. “But she will be
deported permanently to the Upper
Peninsula precautionarily.”
The girl had mixed feelings
about the deportation, “I love
Broke, but it’ll be nice to finally
go someplace where girls eat
more than a salad and one napkindabbed cucumber slice per day.”

Six Students sticky
after drive-by
Six Broke students were
gunned down by marshmallow
guns in front of the campus
library last night. Officials cite
recent polarization of campus as
the motivation.
Broke’s campus is still in a
state of civil war after the soybean
farmer’s rights advocate, Lego
Slackjaw, spoke last Thursday.
“Students are just too immature
to handle the issue of soybeans,”
said Harry Pandas, Hope theater
professor.
So far, violence has caused
three toe-stubbings, a rolled ankle
and a bad case of the munchies.
“I told you so,” said Dean of
Students Richard Cost.

November 31, 2009

Bull Rope sold: Few people care
Michael Scott III
Weirdo #1

The rumor is true. Broke
College’s greatest tradition, the
Bull, will enter a new era in 2010.
After losing the college’s entire
endowment in Bernie Madoff’s
Ponzi scheme, the administrative
team decided to sell the sacred
rope used for the Bull on EBay.
Following this year’s event,
students were coerced into taking
photos of the rope for what they
believed to be public relations
purposes. Only later did they
learn they contributed to the sale
of a Broke icon.
“I have had harrowing
nightmares since I learned my
pictures played a part in the
auctioning of the Bull rope,” Sam
Softy (’13) said.
Softy is not the only student

No likey van
w Clunker, from page 1
every possible second�,”�� said
�������a
Broke parent.
Some students question the
reliability of a vehicle older than
they are, and wonder if it will
hold up in the snow like the trusty
rapers did. Each 12-passenger van
weighs about six�������
���� tons;
������ an
��� Aerostar
���������
weighs in at a little less then 3,500
lbs. Students wonder how safe
the new shuttle van can be.

who has experienced emotional
trauma as a result of the sale of
the Bull rope.
“Bull has been my life for the
past four years, and I feel like I
just lost a part of my soul. I wake
up everyday thinking about that
rope, and now it’s somewhere in
Saudi Arabia being used to bull
camels. I’m considering taking
Health Dy again to learn how
to cope with loss,” senior Peter
Pullman (’10) said.
While President Billman
declined to comment on the
sale of the rope despite repeated
midnight phone calls from The
Ranchor, Broke Chief Financial
Officer Tom Billsmore was more
than happy to grant the Ranchor
an exclusive interview.
“Look, it has been a tough
year. We made some risky

Campus mourns
tragic squirrel death

investments, and as a result, we
were considering closing and
sending all our students to Crisis
College for a semester,” Billsmore
said. “When we took stock of
our assets, we realized the Bull
rope could fetch enough money
to heat the buildings on campus
and keep the soft serve ice cream
machines running!”
According to EBay records,
a Saudi Arabian prince bought
the rope for 420,000 yen. The
conversion to dollars is currently
unavailable but will be published
as soon as The Ranchor’s
two mathematicians working
overtime finish the calculation.
With a debt rivaling the federal
government’s, Broke College
is in no position to purchase a
replacement rope. The Ranchor
asked students what could be

done to ensure the tradition will
continue.
“I think dental floss would
work well. I did extensive
research over the summer on the
strengths of different varieties of
floss, and I think if we did some
more testing we could create a
floss that would hold up during
the Bull,” David Dental (’12) said.
Twine was another common
response and seems to be the
most realistic option for the Bull.
“We could just cut down the
nets in the Daw and Davos and
we would probably have enough
high-quality twine for The Bull,”
Michael Scott (’13) said.
While this seems to be the
best solution, Broke’s nationally
ranked basketball teams may
have something to say about
losing their nets.

Mashed Potato the Emu

N.U. Tsvaliskosky
Squirrel Beat

Students, faculty and squirrels
gathered in the chapel to honor
fallen bushy-tailed brother, Bill.
“Shazam,” said one attendee.
“You’re running the risk,” said
another.
After the service, caramel,
pecans and tiramisu were served.
Bill is survived by his second
cousins, the Religion department.

Photo by Rocky Raccoon

SKIlls— Broke’s resident emu accurately predicted a
rise in tuition. This is his Jeff Foxworthy impression.

Other non-buller who cares about rope writes conflicting story
Wolfgang Patel

that the Anchor was out for
maintenance may have been a
Broke
College
officials
false report.
announced Friday that it had
“I don’t think anybody is fooled
officially sold the Bull rope.
by the Styrofoam Anchor melting
“I can’t say enough how dearly
in the rain that sits in front of
sorry we are to the students, the
Flava-flav,” Van Helsing said.
Bullers, the alumni and everyone
“They probably sold the Anchor
else that was involved in this
to make more money and just are
event,” Broke College Chief
too shameful to admit it.”
Financial Officer Tom Billsmore
While the administration has
said. “We went through so many
declined to comment in regards
possibilities, and there really
to the Anchor, there has been
wasn’t any way the administration
other evidence supporting the
could … avoid having to sell the
idea that the it has been sold.
rope.”
Google Finance showed
Bull coaches and pullers alike
stocks of Mital Steel Company
were surprised and disappointed
in Nevada shot up last week by
by the decision.
nearly tripling its original share
“I never thought that it would
value. The company’s reasoning
happen,” even year buller Coach
for the increase was a recent
Greg Vanderhylen (’10)
purchase of metal from a
said.
Midwest college.
Compared to the
case of the Anchor, the
whereabouts of the Bull
rope are unknown. Some
speculations,
however,
have
been made.
“Aside
from
being appalled
by the fact that
the rope was
being
sold,
I guess the
other thing
that
popped
into my mind
w a s ,
Photo by The U.S. Government
perhaps,
Celebrate— Over 3,000 people attended Broke’s announcement to sell The the rope
Bull rope. Many students and community members hope for no more Bull.
was actually
Weirdo #2

What was surprising to some
students was how abrupt the
decision was made.
“It just doesn’t make sense;
this is a program that has
defined Broke College for nearly
112 years,” said odd year buller
JaMarcus Van Helsing (’13).
The decision has already
drawn reactions from alumni
of the college, including past
participants of the Bull.
“It’s a real sad day for Broke,”
even year buller and coach Larry
Vroomanzee (’90) said. “What
do they have to sell next, the
Anchor?”
Vromanzee, in fact, is not
that far off. President Billman’s
announcement
in
early
September

pawned, and the college is too
ashamed to admit it,” Vroomanzee
said. “I mean seriously, what can
most stores do with that many
feet of rope?”
Vroomanzee said that he
and his former moraler Claire
Landseer (’90) have agreed to
start a search for the rope in local
pawn shops and contact alumni
across the nation to see if they
can locate the rope and get it
back under a fair price.
Billsmore declined comment
on rope’s whereabouts.
“All I can say is that the best
option the college can take is to
move forward,” Billsmore said.
“We’re in a tighter financial
situation than ever before; the
rope was a sacrifice for this
current financial situation.”
While the administration has
claimed it will work towards
finding a new rope possibly made
out of twine and dental floss, all
pullers agree that this is not the
solution.
“We’ve gone to every single
possibility, even asking President
Obama to give us a bailout,”
Vroomanzee said. “This is a
program with a history of 112
years; I’m sure he would be willing
to consider aiding this program
“The Bull is an event that
has remained a tradition at the
history of Hope. It’s just sad
that with these economic times,
the administration’s support has
moved away from this event.”
The opinion of the campus is
much the same.

The Great Thinkers of
Our Time
“Whenever I watch TV
and see those poor starving kids all over the world,
I can’t help but cry. I
mean, I’d love to be skinny
like that, but not with all
those flies and death and
stuff.”
– Mariah Carey

“First of all, I don’t see
America having problems.”

- George W. Bush, interview with
Bob Costas at the 2008 Olympics,
Beijing, China, Aug. 10, 2008

“Smoking kills. If you’re
killed, you’ve lost a very
important part of your
life.”

– Brooke Shields, during an interview to become spokesperson for a
federal antismoking campaign.

“China is a big country, inhabited by many Chinese.”
– Former French President,
Charles De Gaulle

“I get to go to lots of overseas places, like Canada.”
- Britney Spears, on Blender
Magazine

Broke News
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Obama pulls off another shocker

Norwegian Nobel Committee announces Obama as winner of the next seven Nobel Prizes

Spartacus

The Oncoming Storm

In a surprise follow-up to the
Friday, Oct. 9, announcement
that U.S. President Barack
Obama was to be awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize for 2009, the
Norwegian Nobel Committee
has now announced that the
president will also be receiving
the coveted prize in the years
2010 through 2016. Odinbjørn
Scragland,
the
current
committee chairman, explained
this astonishing development to
the press in a news conference
this morning.
“Vell, ve had alveady decided
to avard ze prize to President
Obama based on his outstanding
potential for possibly doing
some good things in ze future,
maybe,” Scragland said in a
thick Scandinavian accent. “So
ve thought: ‘If ve avard ze prize
based on potential, rather zen
vhat has alveady happened,
zen vhy not avard it a few
vears early?’ All ze necessary
technology now exists.”
The chairman was of course
referring to the groundbreaking
discoveries
of
Norwegian
scientist Läkaren Som, who has
just been named the winner of

the Nobel Prize in Physics from decision on a possible future in
now until his death in 2046. which the two-term president
Dr. Som made international singlehandedly solves world
headlines last month when he hunger, fixes the hole in the
and his team
ozone
layer,
of scientists at
brings
peace
the University
to
Iraq,
of
Oslo
Afghanistan
Vell, ve had alveady
completed the
and Palestine,
decided to avard ze
world’s
first
cures
AIDS
prize to President
time machine
and
cancer
and managed
and causes the
Obama based on his
to travel to the
standard
of
outstanding potential
2018 Baghdad
living in Sudan
for possibly doing
W i n t e r
and Haiti to
some good things in
Olympics.
exceed that of
ze future, maybe.
Chairman
Europe and the
Scragland told
United States.
— Odinbjørn Scragland, the current
the media that
Scragland also
Nobel Committee
he met with
mentioned
chairman
Dr. Som not
a few future
long after the
crises
that
invention was
Obama
will
made public and requested resolve, such as the Jamaican
that the Norwegian Nobel Missile Crisis and the bloody
Committee have access to the Swiss-Swedish War.
machine during its selection
Dr. Som, who was present
process.
for the historic announcement,
“Läkaren said he vould be took the podium after Scragland
delighted to help us out,” said to explain in layman’s terms the
Scragland, who added, “Vhat implications of this decision.
better vay is there to determine When asked to clarify how time
who has ze most peace-making travel works, Dr. Som stated
potential zen vith time travel?”
that it is “complicated.” He
According to the chairman, later amended his statement
the committee based its and said that it is in fact “very

“

“
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complicated.” He stressed that
“time is in flux,” and that the
decisions of the Norwegian
Nobel Committee will now need
to be altered every so often.
“History changes all the
time,” Som said in plain English.
“President Obama might not
be elected to a second term
as we have predicted. It’s even
possible that his illustrious
accomplishments in the name
of world peace will never come
to pass. Chairman Scragland
has assured me that in 2010 the
Norwegian Nobel Committee
will again make use of my
machine in order to assess
whether the Earth’s future still
suggests that the president
merits the awards. I am
confident that they will make
the right decision because I, like
my good friend Alfred Nobel,
believe that there is no one
better to tell the world what’s
up than a panel of five obscure
Norwegians.”
Scragland himself sounded
much more confident. “Ze
committee is sure zat in ze
revised future, ze president vill
be proposing zat ve get rid of
nuclear veapons and hold hands
vhile singing ‘Kumbaya’ for
many vears to come,” he said.

Economic crisis forces alternative engagement methods
Balooga Giles
Professional

In a desperate attempt to give
their girlfriends rings by spring,
male college students across
the nation are scrambling for
money-efficient ways to express
their love.
The population is aware of
the predicament college students are in – they study (and
party) all day or all night without any time for profitable work,
and when they do find time for
work, all the money goes to the
raised tuition costs or books.
In order for their girlfriends
to complete the “Ring by
Spring” requirement, male students must turn to more creative ways to “seal the deal.”
After taking a look at many
different schools in the Midwest, Broke College of Holland,
Mich., stands out among the
rest with its students’ ingenious
and imaginative ideas for symbols of love.
Kolin Plankey (’10) told our
staff about his “go green” effort.
“My fiancée and I have always
strongly supported Go Green,
and we wanted to continue that
effort into our marriage as well.
One day, I was about to throw
my empty milk gallon into the
recycling bin when I saw it,”
Plankey explained. “The ring
on the milk cap would symbolize our undying love for each
other. And it was her favorite
color too! When I proposed
with that ring, she immediately

accepted, of course. It was just
so right.”
Other students proudly displayed their multicolored rubber band rings or papier-mache
rings.
Female students seemed delighted to already have their engagement ring several months
before spring even began.
However, some girlfriends
held entirely opposite opinions
and took drastic measures after
the proposal.
“My ex-boyfriend proposed
with an onion ring. Seriously,
an onion ring,” Mandy Harrbis
(’11) shared. “I looked at him
and said in a monotone voice
that rapidly turned into a yell,
‘This is what is supposed to rep-

resent our love? An onion ring
will get smelly, soggy, and moldly in DAYS. Is that what’s going
to happen to our marriage and
our love? IT’S JUST GOING
TO STINK TOO, HUH!’ It was
over before he could even get
off of his knee.”
Other girls told stories of
their boyfriends proposing with
circular pretzels and of one
even presenting a Ring Pop.
“I was just like, ‘Are you serious?’” Jill Mop (’10) told us. “I
didn’t accept, but I didn’t really reject either. I just flat-out
told him that he better look
at Claire’s before he proposes
again.”
Male students across the nation are still making an effort to

present a cheap “ring” before
spring despite the mixed reviews.
“You know, it’s all about
love,” Brett Undertow (’10) defended himself and gave hope
for struggling boyfriends everywhere. “If I give her a pretzel

ring and she rejects, she obviously doesn’t love me and isn’t
the right girl for me. The one
who accepts a rubber band or
onion ring as my token of forever love – that’s the girl I’ll
want to be with for the rest of
my life.”
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Heartless
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This Week In Heartless

Friday
Oct. $$
The Boy Who Lost His Penny
Bucket Boys
On the streets! Don’t be shy with your
spare change.

Saturday
Dance Monkey

Kanye collaborates with Nyclerk to give back

The really old tradition gets a musical makeover into the 21st century with top hits
Monica Clinton

Oct. $$$

Wind up music box player Sir Delugio
and his pet monkey Spufasa will be
playing outside of Flava-Flave Hall
all day and all night. Do not be frightened if you see a dancing monkey.

Monday
Oct. $$$$
Laundry Campaign
Meet at the river to wash clothes in
horribly polluted water for a unique
tie-dye effect. To be displayed as part
of the River Foo-hages exhibit.

In Brief
find your inner
Squirrel
Whipped cream is good for
the face. Not only that, but it’s
good for the environment. With
the squirrels getting ready for
hibernation, they need some
nutrition. Hence, there will be
a whipped cream art contest
outside. Squirrels will be lured
in with whipped cream covered
acorns and then temporarily
contained so that the face-art
contest can begin! Participants
will have all the lovely toppings
usually put on for an ice cream
social available to decorate their
squirrel. The winning team will
get free ice cream. All the squirrels win. So get out those nuts
and start planning!

WE DON’t know
jefferson
This Friday in the Kreditz, We
Don’t Know Jefferson will be
performing songs off of their
new album, “Seriously ... We
Don’t Know Him.” The band
has been struggling to book gigs
around the state, so this Broke
College gig will finally be able
to pay for their instruments.
Until they can afford their instruments, however, the band
will be performing acapella. Air
guitar will be played as well as a
makeshift banjo and kazoo. Donations accepted at the door.

the flesh of our flood
This week’s musical, “The Flesh
of Our Flood,” will be playing at
DEWITTTTT. The cast will entertain the crowd by gathering
around a trash can and singing
for their supper. Marshmallows,
chocolate and graham crackers
would be greatly appreciated.
The cast was inspired by their
rumbling stomachs and decided
it would be a cost-effective way
of putting on a production, not
to mention delicious!

Music Awards.
“… But Beyonce had one of
the best videos of all time. One
of the best videos of all time!”
Kanye West said as he stole
Taylor Swift’s thunder during

He announced a week after the
incident that to show his sincere
apology he will give back to his
community by touring college
campuses who are in desperate
need of a “musical makeover.”

addressing this weekend.
“Nyclerk is a competition
between
freshmen
and
Broke College is famous for
sophomore women of Broke
its long-standing traditions.
College in the areas of song,
Some of these traditions have
oration, and play/drama,” the
stayed set in stone
Nyclerk
website
over the years. In the
says. West said he
month of October,
was privileged to
students are forced to
watch the recording
spend three hours of
of the 2007 Nyclerk
their time cheering for
Competition. After
a team of young men
falling asleep three
in excruciating pain
times as he watched
tugging on a rope. This
the taping on video,
is an annual tradition
he realized what the
at Broke College.
problem was.
Another
famous
Nyclerk is a great
tradition is the very
tradition that needs
heart-warming
to catch up with the
female
concert-like
contemporary times.
performance
and
The
leadership
competition
called
committee can make
Nyclerk. This tradition
this
competition
is unique, a little bit
unforgettable if a
more body and time
few changes are
friendly than the male
made.
tug-o-war, except not
The first major
as entertaining.
change is the song
With this concertselection and the
like performance less
instruments. “The
than two weeks away,
cute ‘Sound of Music’
Photo by Pepper Annie
the Nyclerk leadership
songs are fantastic,
committee is working kanye west lends his nyclerk expertise — Kanye West makes up but young college
hard to ensure that for his Taylor Swift diss by encouraging Nyclerk participants to do their all.
students should be
this year’s performance
more creative than
is a night to remember. The her acceptance speech as the
The
Nyclerk
leadership that,” West said. He suggests the
General Chair and the executive winner for Best Female Video of committee will be sitting down songs can be composed by the
committee of Nyclerk realized the Year.
for an intensive 3-hour seminar students themselves or chosen
that this competition ends up
This unexpected interruption to discuss ways to re-vamp this from the top 10 countdown
being too long and sometimes during the VMAs has made year’s competition.
on the students’ favorite radio
boring because of some old many people question West’s
West said he can’t wait to visit stations. He also added that he
conventional
traditions. behavior on the stage that night. Broke College. He also added can’t understand why the only
Therefore,
the
leadership Even the president of the United that he has been in contact instrument used is the piano?
committee will be hosting a States had something to say with the general chair about The music will come alive if
very famous artist on Oct. 30 about his behavior. West finally the ‘Nyclerk situation’ which he more instruments are used, he
who became the talk of the apologized to Swift and even finds very appalling. From their added.
media after his unconventional cancelled his upcoming tour discussions he said there are a few
Next major issue will be the
behavior at the 2009 Video with fan-favorite Lady Gaga. things that the seminar would be outfits that the song ladies wear.
West says he is leaving the outfit
decision to the song coaches but
from his experience as an artist
the costume can bring up or pull
down a performance. We are in
the 21st century and he believes
there are better costume choices
than navy blue skirts and navy
blue sweaters with white gloves.
The Nyclerk leadership is
looking forward to this seminar.
The general chair understands
the importance of maintaining
the Nyclerk tradition, but she
is open to fresh, contemporary
ideas to make this annual
competition memorable. West
will not be dealing with changes
to the play and oration sections
of this competition because
other artists have also been
invited.
The Nyclerk competition
will be taking place on Nov. 7 at
the Holland Civic Center. The
general chair and the executive
committee are counting down
to the main event. They are
encouraging the general public
to come and enjoy this free
performance of talent displayed
by the freshmen and sophomore
women at Broke College.
Afro-Maniac

The Knick-el, $0.60
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YOU HAVE GOT BE KIDDING ME.
Monica Clinton & Balooga Giles
Features Co-Editors
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...texts from last night.

(802)LMAO!
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(349) I w
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contracep
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and then
ound
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ain
the Chapl
.
was there
!
AWKWARD!!

(906) I just
made a killer
milkshake.
(906) Dude,
that wasn’t
milk.

(906)
I just
wuz
ur text
made
a
killer
so funny...
milkshake.

I wuz drinking H20 and
(906) Dude,
all
it came
that
wasn’t
over my
milk.
face!
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Commands for commando

Nonsense

October Whatever, 2009

Righty Ontario
Co-Rambler

Underpants theory
Jesus went commando. The invention of the wheel
and the discovery of fire were made by men in loincloths.
Gandhi wore a loose fitting diaper. Ben Frank wrote in
the nude. Rachel Carson refused to confine herself to
conventional undergarments. William Wallace went
into battle dressed in a kilt, his sword unsheathed. And
we know Jane Goodall was naked 97 percent of her time
in the jungle. These revolutionaries were freethinkers
with free genitalia. Hitler wore whitie-tighties. College
administrators wear chastity belts. The correlation is
clear. Let’s imply causation.
As you sit there in your form-fitting boxer briefs,
your thong, or your g-string, consider what’s going
down in the world around you. MTV has been able to
replace music videos with epic accounts of brolove. A
war has been able to rage in Iraq for six years. Congress

debates healthcare legislation as students debate
rightful victors of America’s Next Top Model. Folks are
rallying for gay rights while rapscallions are painting
good-foots on renovated buildings.
As college students, we suck. We may be wearing
sexy underwear, but we’re allowing governmental
and commercial powers to run the show. Michigan
legislators have the right to mess with the scholarships
of slackers that don’t use their education. The flagships
of U.S. culture, our colleges and universities, are plagued
with superficial thoughts and apathetic feelings. As a
result, our voice isn’t respected.
Why don’t we care? Why do we suck? Why do people
care so much about Pam and Jim? Current underpants
fashion hinders our ability to think. Underpants drive
our culture.
Future revolutionaries are too busy thinking about
their underwear to think about social justice and the
future of society. Generally, uncomfortable underpants
are distracting. I can’t focus on administrative theory
when my business is riding up on me. I assume females
wouldn’t be able to focus when a rogue g-string thread
is causing chaos with their accouterments.
Specifically, males have been in an ever-tightening
noose as loincloths have developed into boxer briefs.

It’s accepted that gentleman think, let’s say at least
25 percent (that’s a conservative number), with their
southern noggins. The negative mental effects of
playing hang man in that region are obvious. The
fairer sex, with underwear evolving from parachutes to
shoelaces, have a less concrete problem. They think too
much about the presentation of their underwear. A lady
cannot possibly learn about ANOVA when she must
concentrate on keeping her appearing-disappearingreappearing knickers above her jeanline (you know
who I’m talking about, girl in the second row).
We now know the problem. The, “Why do college
students suck?” question is answered. Escape your
undies; stop texting; turn off the Cubs game or
“Desperate House-wives”; drop your Little Debbie or
your Clif Bar; drive your Lexus or your Subaru to the
nearest rally; and make your private school education
mean something.

Please believe that Righty composed this treatise
while formally dressed in a birthday suit. One of the
Ranchor office chairs has experienced direct contact
with man cheddar.

Whimpy wahoo whining
My water, my way

Pammie Pushover
Co-Rambler

The CIS event about water has inspired a whirlwind of annoying
activity on campus. I have been stared at for leaving the water on
for, like, thirty extra seconds while I am brushing. Thank goodness
CIS came before fall break this year so that I could go home and
forget about all the horrific information I had been told. I had to
attend two speakers for a class, but all it did was depress me. What
can I do?
I had to take a two-hour shower just to get over the trauma.
Then some students had the nerve to ask me why I do not use
a water bottle. I replied that I will not drink that residence hall
water. Do you know where they get that water? From the nasty
Lake Mac-a-toilet, that’s where. You want me to drink excess
pickle juice and chemical water? No, thank you.
I might be privileged, but so what? Should I drink bad water
just because poor people in third world countries have to drink
it? Americans are blessed to have access to healthy options. We
should take advantage of this so that we are well enough to go fight
AIDS and water issues in Africa. As Christians, we are called to
do this, and when they need our help, we can talk to them about
Christ. It may sound harsh, but in the end, we must be the salt and
light. Just as Jesus fed the five thousand, we are called to feed, cloth
and help Africa. It is our God-spoken mission.
My roommate has decided to shower only four times a week.
It is a free country, but come on! Be considerate people. If we all
have to live together, how can we get along when we are not clean?
Community is important at Hope. Directly correlated to this is
showering and maintaining a welcoming appearance.
The connections drawn between water issues and global
warming are ridiculous. You tell me that glaciers are melting. Why
not turn that “misfortune” into a bottled water company? Glacier
water seems to be a great and healthy alternative. I cannot tell
you how many times I’ve heard the term “global warming” in the
presentations, but I am not convinced. Try to tell me about the
earth heating up rapidly when there is four feet of snow outside.
Just try me.
I am tired of tree-hugging hippies running this country. We
have a black president. Get over it. He might be a Muslim socialist,
but as long as we have our freedom, we should not have to be
bombarded with messages and images to make us feel bad about
our religion and our way of life. I just hope it doesn’t get to the
point where the liberals suffer from the polluted tap water, and
I (along with many other servants) will have to pick up the pieces.

2009 Fall Semester Staff
Pammie Pushover
Ginger Hancock
Dirkett Rainjacket
Drinksma Brandy
Van Harrison
Bombi Beeps

Harder-Working-Supremes
HArder-Working-Supremes
It’s My Duty to Please that Booty

And It Pisses Me Off
Co-Crap Editor
Co-Poo-Editor

Uncle Carbs
Miss Print
Balooga Giles
Monica Clinton
Ace Ventura
Larah Sawley

Artsy Fartsy Editor
Asst. Fart Editor
Co- Feet-ture Editor
Co--Hand-ture Editor
Babble Editor
Jocks Editor

Miles Cyrus
Nit Picker
Rose Petal
I love lamp
Pepper Annie
Alex Trebek

Pammie wants you to know that she is 2% evil, but mostly
angelic...wink!

Toy Car
Asst. Jock
Big Man on Campus
‘Visah
Sunky Doodle
Co- Color in the Lines
Dr. No
Co- Draws Things
Hungry Snickers
Chief Say Cheese
Ivy Odd-shack
Chief Money ‘Macka

Does Important Stuff
Chief Runner
Bowdlerizer
Edtor ofWorld ofWarcraft
Co- Serority Girl
Co- Chief Chef
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Letter to the Editors
Disappointment over spilt milk

The Ranchor

Seven

Yeah that’s right!
Van Harrison

Co-Rambler

To the Editors:
When I heard that Broke College wasn’t going to let that white guy come
and talk about milk, it brought upon me an overpowering feeling of joy and
glee. How could any self-respecting institute like Broke allow somebody to
come and talk to its students about milk? Broke College is right in shielding
its students from this exorbitantly priced white nectar. Sure, milk is delicious
with just about anything; cookies, honey, fries, steak, waffles, etc. But what
about all of the negative aspects of it?
Finding the downfall in milk can be a challenging task, but I am determined
to do so, so I can show everybody just how right Broke College was. For
instance, milk spoils. Nobody likes spoiled milk; it’s gross and it smells. What
other kind of beverage becomes undrinkable after a couple weeks? Water is
good forever, unless it’s bottled water of course, in which case it expires in,
like, 10 years or something like that.
Also, thousands of tears are shed every year over spilt milk. A travesty
like this should be stopped immediately. You never hear of anybody crying
over spilt Diet Cherry Vanilla Dr. Pepper. Milk also leaves those terribly
unfashionable and hideous mustaches. A drink that leaves a mustache should
adhere to certain standards — a moral mustache code if you will. Kool-Aid
mustaches are unmistakable; somebody with a two-inch tall upper lip has
been hitting the Kool-Aid hard lately.
Think about this for a second: cows produce milk and cows are animals.
Therefore, they could go crazy or get some crazy disease (e.g. mad cow
disease) and infect our entire milk supply. What if terrorists somehow got
a hold of all of our cows and tainted their milk with some deadly chemical?
Water comes from the ground — natural springs and crystal clear, ice-cold
mountain rivers, to be more exact — so you don’t have to worry about that.
Juice comes from fruit. Fruits don’t even have brains. No possible catastrophe
there. Gatorade is man-made so you know that it’s legitimate. And beer has
alcohol in it so that it kills off any possible invisible killer. So it looks as if milk
is the only beverage hazardous to our health. I mean, can you think of any
other beverage you can be allergic to? I didn’t think so.
Finally, think about how many villains in movies like milk. That one guy
from “Inglorious Bass Turds” really likes milk. I believe he even badgers the
French dude for a second glass. The main creepy guy from “A Clockwork
Orange” drinks milk every time he is in his chill zone with his other white full
bodysuit-wearing cronies. Even Ron Burgundy can identify the harshness of
milk.
I applaud Broke College’s decision to deny that dude the opportunity to
talk about milk. There are way too many speeches and discussions about
milk as it is and thankfully, Broke College is helping society out. Stop the
carnage!
Sincerely,
The CEO, General Manager, Administrator, Commander, Superintendent,
and President of the “Members to Incinerate the Lactate Killer” (aka MILK),
Alfred VanDykesvoortstra

In my opinion...

Every week when I open up our
campus newspaper, I am deeply
saddened to see that we still haven’t
learned what we need as a student body.
No, I’m not talking about the lack of a
cartoon and swear words. I’m talking
about the inclusion of a national news
section.
We need to ask ourselves: Do we
really want to know what is going on
in the world? Personally, I say no! As a
campus, we should strive for a quality
education in our chosen field and no
further. Because you know what? The
outside world is big and scary, and
reading the national news just reminds
us that eventually we have to go there.
We need to kick the national news
section out of our paper. Out of sight
and out of mind. Let us analyze why
the national news section sucks today.
To start, none of the news they print
actually applies to us. Who cares about
the health care debate or the conflict in
Afghanistan? Last time I checked, I go to
the health clinic if I get sick, and I don’t
even know where Afghanistan is! 		
We need more hard hitting oncampus journalism. With all this
attention being paid to international
elections and environmental legislation,
how are we ever going to learn about the
important student organizations that
President Billman has been hating on?
Plus, we’re using school resources to
fund those lazy editors when they need
pictures. If they want to break up their
big, boring blocks of text with pictures
of what they are writing about, let them

go and take the pictures themselves!
The material they print is already
objectionable enough but to try to
make it look interesting with pictures is
appalling!
Not only will the annihilation of the
national news section be beneficial for
the student body, but it will also make
our student paper unique. We will be
unique because so many other student
run newspapers have national news
sections. Our paper will be the talk of
the nation! The pundits will exclaim,
“Look at the college that has spurned
knowledge of the outside world! They are
so much better than lame papers with
national news sections like the Harvard
Crimson, the Daily Princetonian,
the Yale Daily News and many other
amateurish student newspapers.”
In conclusion, the national news
section is a bane on our entire institution.
I implore you to contact the editors of
your national news section and express
your discontent. Tell them that we do
not need a national section. We would
rather be ignorant to the cultural and
political climate outside of quaint
little Holland, Michigan. Once we free
ourselves from having to read through
their national news section, we can truly
be free. And by free, I mean sheltered
from reality.

Harrison hopes that his dashing
good looks and look of passionate selfreflection encourage the reader to look
kindly upon his humble ramblings.

Editor’s Note
The Ranchor is a production of a whole bunch of
people with too much time
on their hands. Our goal is
to be funny, witty, and satirical. Whether or not we have
succeeded, the Ranchor is a
big fat joke. If you think this
stuff is real, please call the
Ranchor and we will come
and give you a wedgie. Any
similarity to real life people
is all in good fun.

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate campus events throughout
Hope College and the Holland community. We hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrant Voices section.

serves the right to edit due to space constraints, personal attacks or other editorial considerations. A representative sample will be taken. No anonymous letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 500 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort and is funded through
the Hope College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $40. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o Hope College, drop them off at the Anchor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by Monday at 5 p.m. to appear in Wednesday’s issue.
Advertising Policies: All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, standards, terms and policies stated in The Anchor’s advertisement brochure.

Letter Guidelines: The Anchor welcomes all letters. The staff re-

The Anchor will make continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions

and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper
may cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher’s reasonable judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to Wednesday distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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Construction ends on new cricket stadium
Sarah Lawley

Construction reporter

After seven months of
ceaseless labor, construction
on Broke College’s new cricket
stadium has come to an end.
Last winter, Broke alumni
Pieter and Wilhemina De
Vandervaansma donated a
sum of $13 million to Broke
for the construction of a
new cricket stadium. The
De
Vandervaansmas
had
just returned from a trip to
the Netherlands, where they
noticed the growing popularity
of cricket. Though the sport has
yet to catch on in the United
States, the De Vandervaansma’s
felt Broke was an ideal place to
jumpstart the sport.
“Broke College prides itself
in being ahead of the curve in
all areas of life,” Broke athletic
director Frank Zuiderveen said.
“I can’t imagine a better place
to begin the rise of American
cricket than Broke College.”
“Cricket is the next big thing,”
Pieter De Vandervaansma said.
“The new cricket stadium will
open up all kinds of doors for
Broke. Enrollment is guaranteed
to increase now that Broke can
offer something very few other
colleges or universities in the
country have.”
Some have questioned the
construction of the stadium,
particularly in light of the fact
that Broke College does not
have a cricket team, nor has the

student body ever
expressed
interest
in beginning a team.
Currently,
cricket
is not one of the 33
sports sponsored by
the NCAA, which
suggests that the De
Vandervaansma’s may
have overestimated
the need to have
a cricket stadium
at Broke College.
However, Pieter De
Vandervaansma feels
otherwise, believing
that the reason this is
the case is simply due
Photo by Pepper Annie
to lack of adequate
Wickless music auditorium gets a facelift— Broke
facilities.
“If you build it, College does not hide its commitment to the arts (and Nyclerk Hall)
they will come,” De regardless of how well its sports teams perform.
Vandervaaansma said.
all of the practice rooms have of NCAA eligibility left will step
“Everyone knows that.”
been condemned. We really forward sometime before spring
Others have raised concerns could have used that money so that the college can begin to
over the necessity of the stadium, over here.”
form a team.
particularly those involved in the
In the mean time, the
If all goes well, Broke
music department.
athletic department has begun intends to hold its inaugural
Nyclerk Hall has been slowly aggressively recruiting current cricket season in the spring
falling apart for the better part and prospective Broke students of 2010, though competition
of the past fifty years, but little to form a cricket team. Signs will be limited to intra-team
has been done to improve it.
with phrases such as, “Go ALL scrimmages, as no other college
“Every time I walk past the OUT for Broke Cricket!”, “BBM: or university within travel
new cricket stadium, a little No longer limited to BlackBerry distance has a varsity, junior
part of me dies inside,” viola users!” and “Get ready to go ON varsity or club cricket team.
performance
major
Mary STRIKE with Broke Cricket!”
Broke is also attempting to
Haslittle (’10) said. “I’ve been have been plastered throughout find someone with at least one
practicing at the same time as a the campus. Unfortunately, the day’s worth of cricket experience
percussionist and a tuba player play on words seems to be lost to coach the yet-to-be-formed
in the one classroom in Nyclerk among most Broke students.
team. Qualified individuals are
while a theory class is going on
Broke is currently hoping that encouraged to e-mail cricket@
for the past four years because anyone with at least a semester broke.edu for more information.

Football team falls to thirst: Phinance to blame
Hydration expert

The football team is thirsty.
The players are not necessarily
thirsty for wins. In fact, these
soldiers of the gridiron are dying
for victories, but they are still
thirsty—literally thirsty.
“Ever since Phinance Dining
Hall has gone trayless, our team
has suffered,” head coach Willie
van Geld said. “Our overall
performance has suffered while
dehydration has devastated our
team.”
In efforts to save money and
energy, Phinance Dining Hall
decided to do away with trays
altogether. Last year, the football
team was notorious for filling
their platters with multiple
drinks, but with trays eliminated
from the mealtime premises, the

players are having a hard time
carrying their beverages back to
the tables.
“It’s not fair that we have to
make multiple trips up to the
fountains to get more than one
drink,” offensive lineman Chris
P. Bacon (’11) said. “It’s been
especially tough on the wide
receivers, though. They don’t
have hands to begin with, so
without the aid of opposable
thumbs, they are not able to
transport their drinks to the
tables. It’s sad, really.”
Dehydration is a growing
pandemic for football teams
across America, and the Begging
Brokemen have been hit hard.
With the team’s record hovering
at a lowly 1-5, rumors had
been swirling around campus
that 14 starters had collapsed

Hope College
Anchor
141 E 12th St
PO Box 9000
Holland, MI 49422-9000

Rik Smits

due to dehydration and been
hospitalized for an extended
period of time. However, assistant
coach Grabowski quickly put an
end to that gossip.
“The fact that we had been
playing so badly gave people
the impression that our first
stringers were getting treatment
at Holland Hospital for their
ailment,” van Geld said. “It’s
embarassing to see these rumors
going around.”
With spirits low, the team has
been trying to see the brighter
side of things. Sure, their record
puts them at or near the bottom
of the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association standings,
but the team can hang their
hats on a few things. For one,
the team has one more win than
rival Crisis’s football team.
“In actuality, our school does
not have a football team,” Cal
Vinsucks Jr., athletic director
of Crisis College, said, as he
disputed the claim. “If we had
to put one together, though, I
would hope that we could at
least compete.”
Looking ahead, the team
simply hopes that the college
and Phinance Dining Hall alike
will wise up and return the trays
to the hands of the football
players.
“The restoration of trays
in the near future is a definite
possibility,” Patty Melt, director
of Broke College dining services,
said. “Now, the definition of ‘near

future’ is important to know. We
will most likely see trays return
for basketball season. After all,
we don’t want our basketball
players to struggle like the
football team has. No trays for
basketball players means a poor
three point percentage. Think
about it.”
Nevertheless, the team must
continue to fight through the
adversity that they have faced.
After all, coach van Geld feels
that if dehydration had never
struck the team, then the
Brokemen would be leading the
conference right now.
“The fact of the matter is
that we have been hindered in
our performance,” van Geld
said. “The losses on our resume
have nothing to do with us
being outplayed, outcoached
and outlasted in every single
aspect of the game of football.
Our failures have nothing to
do with our defense being slow,
our quarterback not being able
to throw a forward pass or our
offensive lineman tripping over
their own feet on the hike. If our
players were properly hydrated,
this would be a different story.”
As the team continues to
thirst for water and victory,
they fight on to try to keep their
season respectable. If there is
nothing left for this team to feel
good about, at least the players
and coaches know that Crisis is
winless. Perhaps they can live
with that.

This Week In Sports
Sunday
Co--Ed Cricket

Nov. 1

vs. Netherlands Exchange Students
from University of Michigan at 2:45
a.m.

Jousting

Smurfee Hall vs Yikestra Hall in the
Pine Grove at 5:50 a.m.

Tuesday
Basketball

Nov. 3

Wednesday
Sing Off

Nov. 4

vs. Charles Barkley And 5 Other Old
Timers at 8:45 p.m. in the Dow

Gospel Choir vs. Jazz Choir at 4:00
p.m.

Track

Josh Hate vs Gazzelle and Cheetah at
5:00 p.m.

In Brief
Soccer and Power Loss
It has been reported that the
recent power loss at Broke College is directly connected to the
College’s new soccer stadium.
“The new soccer stadium has
consistently had the stadium
lights on now for three weeks
straight. We’re feeling the effects,” said former electrical employee Ray Putts.
In defense of the accusation,
President Billman said there
were specific requirements written into the contract that can
not be worked around.
“There is no choice. It is set
in stone that the lights must be
on 24/7, regardless of costs and
inconveniences to students andneighbors in the area.”
Jack Handel, who negotiated
the fine print, said he sees no
problem with the requirement.
“Listen, when you donate
$30 million to build a stadium,
you expect that it will always be
on display,” Handel said. “You
wouldn’t put the Taj Mahal under a blanket would you?”
The effect of the constant illumination on Broke’s recent
sustainability initiative was not
available at press time.

A Profound idea?
At a recent budget meeting,
Broke residents and Broke officials alike joined to discuss plans
and innovations that could be
made to save the college.
After a long pause of silence,
a scrawny, 75-year-old male suggested that the football team cut
players thus saving money on
uniforms, bus trips, etc.
The room was outraged.
“I could not believe someone would suggest something as
crazy as that,” head coach Willie
van Geld said. “We go 25 deep
at each position. Name me one
other team in the country that
has 15 quarterbacks. Name me
one!”
After the yelling died down, a
vote was held on whether or not
to tar and feather the old man
and tie him to the goalpost. In a
nearly unanimous decision, the
room voted in favor.
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